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Question: 1
A user mentions that their home drive, that Is an export within a volume, is no longer allowing
them to savefiles. The drive reports that it Is full, even though It shows that minimal data is
written to it.
Which statement would explain this behavior?

A. The mount is stale and uses a cached version of the volume.
B. Other users wrote to this user's home drive.
C. Other files within the volume are also owned by the user, exceeding the user quota.
D. The client system needs to remount the export to show the proper space.

Answer: C
Question: 2
A customer reports that some of their client computers are unable to access a FlexGroup over
CIFS. Thisproblem involves only their older Windows XP clients and some printers and
scanners.
In this scenario, which statement Is correct?

A. FlexGroup requires CIFS shares to be located in qtrees, which these clients do not
support.
B. FlexGroup requires CIFS shares to use the Continuously Available Feature,
which these clients do notsupport.
C. These systems use the SMQI protocol which Is an unsupported feature in FlexGroup
D. These systems use Offloaded Data Transfer, which is an unsupported feature in
FlexGroup.

Answer: B
Question: 3
Your customer Informs you about SnapMlrror problems after upgrading NetApp ONTAP software to
a newerversion. After investigating the event logs and the SnapMirror history, you see information
about delayed updates of the SnapMirror relationships.
How would your customer prevent such problems in the future?
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A. Quiesce the SnapMirror relationships before upgrading the ONTAP software.
B. Verify that the cabling of the hardware port that Is responsible for SnapMirror
transfers Is correct.
C. Modify the schedules of the SnapMirror relationships after upgrading the ONTAP
software.
D. Delete the SnapMirror relationships and create them new after upgrading the ONTAP
software.

Answer: B

Question: 4
After expanding a two-node AFF A300 cluster with two AFF A700 nodes, you observe latencies when
data isaccessed indirectly. The system node run -node -command netstat command shows
retransmits and packet drops on the LIFs. The AFF A700 nodes with 40 Gbps and the AFF A300
connect with 10 Gbps to the clusterinterconnect. You are using Cisco Nexus 3132Q cluster
interconnect switches. You just updated to ONTAP 9.8 software.
In this scenario, what is causing this problem?

A. The 10 Gbps to 10 Gbps cluster Interconnect is creating a speed mismatch.
B. AFF A300 and AFF A700 node mixing Isnot supported in ONTAP 9.8 software.
C. The AFF A300 Is using an adapter card for the cluster Interconnect, but
only onboard ports aresupported.
D. There is an NXOS firmware mismatch, verify in the Interoperability
Matrix (1MTJ for asupportedversion

Answer: A
Question: 5
Which two statements about NetApp Cloud Volumes ONTAP licenses ate true? (Choose two.)

A. Having an Essentials package enables you to convert to another licensing option.
B. Capacity-based license packages support only single-node configurations.
C. BYOL licenses are purchased directly from NetApp.
D. AWS Marketplace contracts cannot be mixed with BYOL
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Answer: B, C
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